We propose an inertial forward-backward splitting algorithm to compute the zero of a sum of two monotone operators allowing for stochastic errors in the computation of the operators. More precisely, we establish almost sure convergence in real Hilbert spaces of the sequence of iterates to an optimal solution. Then, based on this analysis, we introduce two new classes of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods for solving structured systems of composite monotone inclusions and prove their convergence. Our results extend to the stochastic and inertial setting various types of structured monotone inclusion problems and corresponding algorithmic solutions. Application to minimization problems is discussed.
Introduction
A wide class of problems reduces to the problem of finding a zero point of the sum of a maximally monotone operator A and a cocoercive operator B acting on a real Hilbert space H. Problems of the above form arise in diverse areas of applied mathematics, including partial differential equations [46] , mechanics and evolution inclusions [2, 25, 26, 28, 29] , signal and image processing and inverse problems [16, 18] , convex optimization, statistics and learning theory [20, 21, 31, 42, 50] , game theory [7] , variational inequalities [23, 47, 48, 53] , and stochastic optimization [33, 4, 5] . One of the most popular approaches to approximate a solution is the forward-backward splitting method [12, 16, 28] . The extension to the case of variable metric and to preconditioning has been considered in [10, 14] . This extension is crucial, since preconditioned forward-backward splitting can be used to solve a broad class of structured composite monotone inclusion problems in duality, by formulating them as instances of the above fundamental monotone inclusion in product Hilbert spaces. Indeed, within this framework it is possible to recover several primal-dual splitting methods proposed in the literature, see [14, 17, 13] for details. This basic procedure has been extended by using the product space reformulation technique to solve coupled systems of monotone inclusions in [2] and then in [52] . Inspired by the accelerated gradient method of Nesterov [34] , inertial variants of forward-backward splitting for solving monotone inclusions have been introduced in [38] (see also [37, 1, 32, 35] ). In particular, [38] discusses the derivation of inertial primal-dual algorithms from the inertial forwardbackward algorithm applied to suitable monotone inclusions in duality.
The goal of the paper is to extend this analysis to the stochastic setting. Recently, stochastic versions of splitting methods for monotone inclusions, such as stochastic forward-backward splitting [15, 43] , stochastic Douglas-Rachford [15] , and stochastic versions of primal-dual methods as in [6, 15, 36] have been proposed. These works have found applications to stochastic optimization [15, 43] and machine learning [21, 44] . In this paper, we propose and study a stochastic inertial forward-backward splitting algorithm for solving the following monotone inclusion. Problem 1.1 Let β ∈ ]0, +∞[, let H be a real Hilbert space. Let U ∈ B(H) be self-adjoint and strongly positive, let A : H → 2 H be maximally monotone, let B : H → H be such that for every (x, y) ∈ H 2 , x − y | Bx − By ≥ β Bx − By | U (Bx − By) .
(1.1)
Suppose that the set P of all points x ∈ H such that 0 ∈ Ax + Bx (1.2)
is non-empty. The problem is to find a point in P.
We show that the above inclusion includes as special cases coupled systems of monotone inclusions, arising in the study of evolution inclusions, variational problems, best approximation, and network flows. We refer the reader to [2] for a discussion of several applications. Our main result establishes almost sure convergence of the iterates of the considered algorithm. Such a result builds on ideas introduced in [14] and [13] . As a corollary it allows to derive, as special cases, two new classes of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods for solving coupled system of composite monotone inclusions involving parallel sums.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We recall some notation and background on monotone operator theory in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we define the stochastic inertial forward-backward splitting algorithm solving Problem 1.1 and analyze its convergence. In Section 4, the application to coupled systems of monotone inclusions in duality, and minimization problems is derived, Finally, the derivation of two classes of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods is proposed in Section 3.
Notation-background and preliminary results
Throughout, H is a real separable Hilbert space. We denote by · | · and · the scalar product and the associated norm of H. The symbols ⇀ and → denote weak and strong convergence, respectively. We denote by ℓ 1 + (N) the set of summable sequences in [0, +∞[, and by B(H) the space of linear operators from H into itself. Let U ∈ B(H) be self-adjoint and strongly positive, i.e.
We define a scalar product and a norm respectively by
Let A : H → 2 H be a set-valued operator. The domain and the graph of A are defined by
The set of zeros of A is zer A = x ∈ H | 0 ∈ Ax and the range of A is ran
where Id denotes the identity operator of H. Moreover, A is monotone if
and maximally so, if there exists no monotone operator A : H → H such that gra A ⊂ gra A = gra A.
If A is monotone, then J A is single-valued and firmly nonexpansive, and, in addition, if A is maximally monotone, then dom J A = H. The parallel sum of A : H → 2 H and B : H → 2 H is
A is demiregular at y ∈ dom A if, for every sequence (y n , v n ) n∈N in gra A and every v ∈ Ay, we have (y n ⇀ y, v n → v) =⇒ y n → y.
Let Γ 0 (H) be the class of proper lower semicontinuous convex functions from H to ]−∞, +∞]. For any self-adjoint strongly positive operator U ∈ B(H) and f ∈ Γ 0 (H), we define
It holds prox U f = J U −1 ∂f , and prox f = J ∂f coincides with the classical definition of proximity operator in [30] . The conjugate function of f is
The infimal convolution of the two functions f and g from H to ]−∞, +∞] is
The strong relative interior of a subset C of H is the set of points x ∈ C such that the cone generated by −x + C is a closed vector subspace of H. We refer to [3] for an account of the main results of convex analysis, monotone operator theory, and the theory of nonexpansive operators in the context of Hilbert spaces.
Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space. A H-valued random variable is a measurable function X : Ω → H, where H is endowed with the Borel σ-algebra. We denote by σ(X) the σ-field generated by X. The expectation of a random variable X is denoted by E[X]. The conditional expectation of [27] for more details on probability theory in Hilbert spaces. A H-valued random process is a sequence (x n ) n∈N of H-valued random variables. The abbreviation a.s. stands for "almost surely".
random sequences such that, for every n ∈ N, z n , ξ n , ζ n , and t n are F n -measurable. Assume moreover that n∈N t n < +∞, n∈N ζ n < +∞ a.s., and
Then (z n ) n∈N converges a.s. and (ξ n ) n∈N is summable a.s..
The following lemma is a special case of [15, Proposition 2.3] .
Lemma 2.2 Let C be a non-empty closed subset of H and let (x n ) n∈N be a H-valued random process. For every n ∈ N, set F n = σ(x 0 , . . . , x n ). Suppose that, for every x ∈ C, there exist [0, +∞[-valued random sequences (ξ n (x)) n∈N , (ζ n (x)) n∈N and (t n (x)) n∈N such that, for every n ∈ N, ξ n (x), ζ n (x) and t n (x) are F n -measurable, (ζ n (x)) n∈N and (t n (x)) n∈N are summable a.s., and
Then the following hold.
(i) (x n ) n∈N is bounded a.s.
(ii) There exists Ω ⊂ Ω such that P( Ω) = 1 and, for every ω ∈ Ω and x ∈ C, ( x n (ω) − x ) n∈N converges a.s.
(iii) Suppose that the set of weak cluster points of (x n ) n∈N is a subset of C a.s. Then (x n ) n∈N converges weakly a.s. to a C-valued random vector.
Lemma 2.3 [14, Lemma 3.7]
Let A : H → 2 H be maximally monotone, let U ∈ B(H) be selfadjoint and strongly positive, and let G be the real Hilbert space obtained by endowing H with the scalar product (x, y) → x | y U −1 = x | U −1 y . Then, the following hold.
(ii) J U A : G → G is firmly nonexpansive.
Main results
In this section we introduce the stochastic inertial forward-backward algorithm for solving Problem 1.1 and analyze its convergence behavior. We recall that β is the constant defined in (3.23). 1] , and let (α n ) n∈N be a sequence in [0, 1 − ε]. Let (r n ) n∈N be a H-valued, square integrable random process, let x 0 be a H-valued, squared integrable random variable and set
Theorem 3.2 Consider Algorithm 3.1, and set (∀n ∈ N) F n = σ(x 0 , . . . , x n ). Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied.
2 < ∞ a.s. and n∈N α n < +∞ a.s.
Then, the following hold for some a.s. P-valued random variable x.
(i) x n ⇀ x a.s.
(ii) Bx n → Bx a.s.
Proof. Let x ∈ P and set
then, upon setting V = U −1 , and using the convexity of · 2 V , we obtain
By Lemma 2.3(ii), J γnU A is firmly nonexpansive with respective to · V , and therefore
Using (i), since w n is F n -measurable, we have
By the same reason, for every n ∈ N, Bw n is F n -measurable, and we also have 8) where the last inequality follows from (3.29) . Therefore, for every n ∈ N, we derive from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) that
where
Using (3.4) and (3.9), we obtain,
By (3.10) and since B is monotone, for each n ∈ N, ζ n and ξ n are non-negative and F n -measurable. By (b1) and (c1), (ζ n ) n∈N is summable, and hence, we derive from Lemma 2.1 that
Moreover, since inf n∈N γ n ≥ ǫ > 0, we also have
Next, using (3.29), we derive from (3.13) that
We also derive from (3.14), (b1), and (3.15) that
Hence, since inf n∈N γ n > 0, we obtain
is continuous. Therefore, by (3.16) and (b1)
Let ω ∈ Ω, and let z ∈ P be a weak cluster point of (x n (ω)) n∈N . Then, there exists a subsequence (x kn (ω)) n∈N which converges weakly to z. It follows from our assumption that (w kn (ω)) n∈N converges weakly to z. By (3.19), (p kn (ω)) n∈N converges weakly to z. On the other hand, since B is maximally monotone and its graph is therefore sequentially closed in H weak ×H strong [3, Proposition 20.33 (ii)], by (3.15), Bx = Bz. (3.32), we have 20) and hence using the sequential closedness of gra A in H weak × H strong [3, Proposition 20.33 (ii)], we get −Bz ∈ Az or equivalently, z ∈ zer(A + B) = P. Therefore, for every ω ∈ Ω, every weak cluster point of (x n (ω)) n∈N is in P which is a non-empty closed convex [3, Proposition 23.39] . Recalling (3.11) and applying Lemma 2.2(iii), we derive that (x n ) n∈N converges weakly to a Pvalued random variable x.
(ii): Since U is strongly positive, there exists a positive constant χ such that (∀y ∈ H) y | U y ≥ χ y 2 . Therefore, we derive from (3.29) that
which implies that
Now, using (3.15), we obtain Bx n → Bx.
(iii): This conclusion follows from the definition of demiregular operator and (ii).
Corollary 3.3 Let K be a strictly positive integer, let β ∈ ]0, +∞[, let H 1 , . . . , H K be real Hilbert spaces. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, let U i ∈ B(H i ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive, let
Suppose that the set P of all points x = (x 1 , . . . ,
, and let (α n ) n∈N be a sequence in [0, 1 − ε]. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, let (r i,n ) n∈N be a H i -valued, square integrable random process, let x i,0 be a H i -valued, squared integrable random variable and set Proof. Let H be the Hilbert direct sum H 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ H K with the scalar product and the norm defined respectively by
where we denote by x = (x i ) 1≤i≤K and y = (y i ) 1≤i≤K the generic elements in H. Set 
Moreover, in view of (3.26), condition (3.23) can be written as 29) which shows that B is monotone and continuous, and hence maximally monotone [3, Corollary 20.25] . We define
and we get
Moreover, in view of (3.27) and (3.30), conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) can be rewritten as
s. and n∈N α n < +∞. Now, using (3.28) and (3.30), we can rewrite the algorithm (3.1) as (i) Demiregularity is a general notion that captures several properties typically used to establish strong convergence of iterative algorithms. See [2] for a discussion and special cases.
(ii) The condition (3.23) is equivalent to the cocoercivity of √ UB √ U which is weaker than the cocoercivity of B and this condition was first considered in [13] .
Remark 3.5 Here are some connections to existing work.
(i) The system of inclusions 3.24 was first studied in [2] , in the special case (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , K}) U i = Id. Morever, in the same paper, in the deterministic setting, a forward-backward splitting method [16, 28] in a suitable product space was proposed for solving it. Furthermore, when in Problem 1.1 (∀n ∈ N) r n = Bx n , the proposed algorithm reduces to the inertial forwardbackward algorithm proposed in [38] and, in this case, the weak convergence was proved in [38] where the condition (iii) in Theorem 3.2 is replaced by the weaker condition that (α n x n − x n−1 2 ) n∈N is summable.
(ii) If (∀n ∈ N) α n = 0, the proposed method reduces to a stochastic forward-backward algorithm. In this case, almost sure convergence of the algorithm (3.1) was proved in [43] under the additional assumption that B 1 is uniformly monotone, and under some weaker conditions on the stochastic errors.
(iii) If (∀n ∈ N) α n = 0, almost sure convergence of the algorithm (3.1) for solving Problem 1.1 was proved in [15] under the stronger condition that
4 Applications to composite monotone inclusions involving parallel sum
In this section, we focus on a structured system of monotone inclusions which covers a wide class of monotone inclusions involving cocoercive operators in the literature, see [12, 13, 14, 36, 40, 52, 48] and the references therein. The contribution of the section is twofold: on the one hand we will show that it is possible to prove convergence of many existing algorithms even in the presence of stochastic perturbations. On the other hand, we will derive two new classes of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods based on different choices of the preconditioning operators. We remark that Algorithm (4.51) is new even in the deterministic setting. 
be self-adjoint and strongly positive, let
k is single-valued and such that, for every v k ∈ G k and
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let L k,i : K i → G k be a bounded linear operator. Suppose that the set P of all point
is non-empty. Denote by D the set of all
The problem is to find a point in P × D. [52] , in Problem 4.1, the variables are coupled in two different ways. The first one is the smooth coupling induced by (C i ) 1≤i≤m . The second one is the non-smooth coupling involved in the parallel sums in the second terms in (4.3).
Remark 4.2 As noted in
Note that, since we assume that P is nonempty, D is nonempty as well. Let us introduce the Hilbert direct sums
endowed with the scalar product and the norm defined as in (3.26) . With a slight abuse of notation, in all spaces, the scalar products and norms are denoted as · | · and · , respectively. We denote by x = (x i ) 1≤i≤m , y = (y i ) 1≤i≤m the generic elements in K, and by v = (v k ) 1≤k≤s , w = (w k ) 1≤k≤s the generic elements in G. The generic elements in H will be denoted by x and y. We also consider the linear operators 
Then U ′ and T are self-adjoint and strongly positive, with
In particular, U ′ is invertible, and its inverse U = (U ′ ) −1 is self-adjoint and strongly positive. (ii) (∅ = P) ⇒ (∅ = zer(M + S + Q) ⊂ P × D).
Lemma 4.4 Consider the setting of Problem 4.1, and define
     M : H → 2 H : (x, v) → (−z i + A i x i ) 1≤i≤m , (r k + B −1 k v k ) 1≤k≤s S : H → 2 H : (x, v) → ( s k=1 L * k,i v k ) 1≤i≤m , (− m i=1 L k,i x i ) 1≤k≤s Q : H → H : (x, v) → (C i x) 1≤i≤m , (D −1 k v k ) 1≤k≤s .
Proof. (i):
We note that the operators V and W , defined in equation (4.6), are self-adjoint and strongly positive on K and G, respectively. Set
Then, it follows from (4.1) that 12) and from (4.2) that
In view of Remark 3.4(ii), 
where β ξ is defined by
By [36, Lemma 4.9(ii)], we obtain
where β is defined by 
and consider the following inclusion in the space H,
Note that we can rewrite M , S and Q as follows (ii): Note that P = ∅ implies that
Furthermore, the problem (4.18) reduces to find a random vector zer(M + S + Q)-valued almost surely. Next, let (x, v) be a solution to (4.18) . Then, by removing v from (4.18), we obtain
which implies that x ∈ P. By the same way, removing x from (4.18), we obtain
Therefore, there exists x ∈ H such that
which implies that v ∈ D. To sum up, zer(M + S + Q) ⊂ P × D.
Remark 4.5 Proceeding as in [36, Remark 4.4(i)]
, if we maximize β ξ with respect to ξ, we get that Q satisfies
A first class of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods
Our first class of stochastic primal-dual splitting algorithm for solving Problem 4.1 which corresponds to the choice of U = U in Lemma 4.4. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let (a i,n ) n∈N be a K i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let x i,0 be a K i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set x i,−1 = x i,0 . For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let (b i,n ) n∈N be a G i -valued, squared integrable random process, and v i,0 be a G i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set v i,−1 = v i,0 . Then, iterate, for every n ∈ N, (4.27)
and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
s., and n∈N α n < +∞.
Then the following hold for some random vector (x 1 , . . . , x m , v 1 , . . . , v s ), P × D-valued a.s.
(i) (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n ⇀ x i and (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , s}) v k,n ⇀ v k a.s.
(ii) Suppose that the operator
(iii) Suppose that there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that D −1 j is demiregular at v j , then v j,n → v j a.s.
(iv) Suppose that there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and an operator C :
. . , x m ) = Cx j and C is demiregular at x j , then x j,n → x j a.s.
Proof. We first observe that (4.26) is equivalent to we can rewrite (4.31) as the following
which is a special instance of the iteration (3.1) with (∀n ∈ N) γ n = 1 ∈ ε, (2 − ε) β . We next see that our conditions can be rewritten in the space H as (a1) (∀n ∈ N) E[a n |F n ] = Qu n .
(b1) n∈N E[ a n − Qu n 2 |F n ] < +∞.
(c1) sup n∈N x n − x n−1 2 < ∞ a.s. and n∈N α n < +∞.
Therefore, every specific conditions in Algorithm 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
(i): In view of Theorem 3.2(i), x n ⇀ (x, v) which is equivalent to (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n ⇀ x i and (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , s}) v k,n ⇀ v k .
(ii)& (iii): By Theorem 3.2(ii), we have Qx n → Qx which is equivalent to (x 1 , . . . , x m ), we obtain (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n → x i . By the same season, if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that D −1 j is demiregular at v j , the v j,n → v j .
(iv) This conclusion follows from the definition of the demiregular operators by the same reason as in (iii).
We next provide an application to the following minimization problem considered in [52, Problem 5.1], where several applications are discussed. Example 4.8 Let m and s be strictly positive integers. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let K i be a real Hilbert space, let z i ∈ K i , let f i ∈ Γ 0 (K i ). For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let G k be a real Hilbert space, let r k ∈ G k , let ℓ k ∈ Γ 0 (G k ) be a strongly convex function, let g k ∈ Γ 0 (G k ). For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let L k,i : K i → G k be a bounded linear operator. Let ϕ : K 1 ×. . .×K m → R be a convex differentiable function with a Lipschitz continuous gradient. Suppose that there exists x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) such that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 33) where ∇ i ϕ is the i-th component of the gradient ∇ϕ, and that the set P of solutions to the primal problem minimize
is nonempty. Denote by D the set of solutions to the dual problem
The problem is then to find a random vector P × D-valued almost surely.
Corollary 4.9 For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let V i ∈ B(K i ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive. Let ν 0 be a strictly positive number such that for every x = (x i ) 1≤i≤m and y = (
For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let W k ∈ B(G k ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive. Let µ 0 be a strictly positive number such that for every v = (v k ) 1≤k≤s and w = (
Letξ ∈ ]0, +∞[ be defined by (4.25), β = βξ be defined according to (4.15), let ε ∈ 0, min{1, β} , let (λ n ) n∈N be a sequence in [ε, 1], let (α n ) n∈N be a sequence in [0, 1 − ε]. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let (a i,n ) n∈N be a K i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let x i,0 be a K i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set x i,−1 = x i,0 . For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let (b i,n ) n∈N be a G i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let v i,0 be a G i -valued, squared integrable random vector and
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied.
and n∈N α n < +∞.
Then the following hold for some random vector (x 1 , . . . , x m , v 1 , . . . , v s ), P ×D-valued almost surely.
(i) (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n ⇀ x i and (∀k ∈ {1, . . . , s}) v k,n ⇀ v k almost surely.
(ii) Suppose that the function ϕ is uniformly convex at (x 1 , . . . , x m ), then (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n → x i almost surely.
(iii) Suppose that there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that ℓ * j is uniformly convex at v j , then v j,n → v j almost surely.
is a convex differentiable function, there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that h j is uniformly convex at x j , then x j,n → x j almost surely. Furthermore, by (2.4) and (2.5), the algorithm (4.38) is a special case of the algorithm (4.26). Therefore, the conclusions follow from Theorem 4.7.
Remark 4.10 Here are some remarks.
(i) The algorithm proposed in this section is new, also if (∀n ∈ N) α n = 0, since a stochastic algorithm for system of monotone inclusions involving both non-smooth coupling and smooth coupling is not available in the literature. The stochastic algorithms for either solving smooth coupling or non-smooth coupling can be found in [15, Section 5.2] or [36, Section 4] . In the case when (∀n ∈ N) α n = 0, we obtain the stochastic extension of the framework in [52, Section 4 and 5] and in [13, Section 4.2] . Furthermore, in the special case when m = s = 1, we obtain a stochastic version of the inertial primal-dual algorithm in [38] . See also [8] for related results.
(ii) Sufficient conditions, which ensure that the condition (4.33) is satisfied, are provided in [11, Proposition 5.3] . For instance, (4.33) holds if (4.34) has at least one solution and (r 1 , . . . , r s ) belongs to the strong relative interior of the following set
A second class of the stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods
In this subsection, we will derive a new class of stochastic inertial primal-dual splitting methods, for the case where (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) A i = 0. This class of algorithms corresponds to the choice U 1 = T in Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 4.11 In Problem 4.1, set (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) A i = 0. Let β be defined as in (4.17) , and assume 2β > 1. Let ε ∈ ]0, min{1, β}[, and let (λ n ) n∈N be a sequence in [ε, 1], let (α n ) n∈N be a sequence in [0, 1 − ε]. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let (a i,n ) n∈N be a K i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let x i,0 be a K i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set x i,−1 = x i,0 . For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let W k ∈ B(G k ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive, let (b i,n ) n∈N be a G i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let v i,0 be a G i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set v i,−1 = v i,0 . Then, iterate, for every n ∈ N, Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied.
(iii) max 1≤i≤m sup n∈N x i,n − x i,n−1 < ∞ a.s. and max 1≤k≤s sup n∈N v k,n − v k,n−1 < ∞ a.s., and n∈N α n < +∞.
(iii) Suppose that there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that D −1 j is demiregular at v j , then v j,n → v j almost surely.
. . , x m ) = Cx j and C is demiregular at x j , then x j,n → x j almost surely. 
Now, we have
Since A = 0, we next have
Now, by setting (∀n ∈ N) y n = (p n , q n ), u n = (c n , d n ), by using (4.16) and the definition of T in (4.7) and M , S in (4.10), we obtain 47) which is equivalent to
Therefore, (4.44) becomes 49) which is a special instance of the iteration (3.1) with (∀n ∈ N) γ n = 1 ∈ ]ε, (2 − ε)β]. We next see that conditions (i)-(iii) can be rewritten in the space H defined in (4.5) as (a1) (∀n ∈ N) E[a n |F n ] = Qu n .
(b1) n∈N E[ a n − Qu n 2 |F n ] < +∞ a.s.
(c1) sup n∈N x n − x n−1 < ∞ a.s. and n∈N α n < +∞.
Therefore, all the assumptions in Algorithm 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
(ii)& (iii): By Theorem 3.2(ii), we have Qx n → Qx which is equivalent to
(4.50) Therefore, if the operator (x i ) 1≤i≤m → (C j (x i ) 1≤i≤m ) 1≤j≤m is demiregular at (x 1 , . . . , x m ), we obtain (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) x i,n → x i . By the same reason, if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that D −1 j is demiregular at v j , the v j,n → v j .
(iv) This conclusion follows from the definition of the demiregular operators as in (iii).
Corollary 4.12 In Example 4.8, set (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) f i = 0. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let V i ∈ B(K i ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive. Let ν 0 be a strictly positive number such that (4.36) is satisfied. For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let W k ∈ B(G k ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive. Let µ 0 be a strictly positive number such that (4.37) is satisfied. Let β be defined as in (4.17) such that 2β > 1, let ε ∈ ]0, min{1, β}[, and let (λ n ) n∈N be a sequence in [ε, 1], let (α n ) n∈N be a sequence in [0, 1 − ε]. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, let (a i,n ) n∈N be a K i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let x i,0 be a K i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set x i,−1 = x i,0 . For every k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let W k ∈ B(G k ) be self-adjoint and strongly positive, let (b i,n ) n∈N be a G i -valued, squared integrable random process, and let v i,0 be a G i -valued, squared integrable random vector and set v i,−1 = v i,0 . Then, iterate, for every n ∈ N, (i) For i = 1, . . . , m c i,n = x i,n + α n (x i,n − x i,n−1 ) (ii) For k = 1, . . . , s d k,n = v k,n + α n (v k,n − v k,n−1 ) (iii) For i = 1, . . . , m 1. s i,n = c i,n − V i (a i,n − z i ) 2. y i,n = s i,n − V i s k=1 L * k,i d k,n (iv) For k = 1, . . . , s 1. q k,n = prox x n = (x 1,n , . . . , x m,n , v 1,n , . . . , v s,n ) a n = (a 1,n , . . . , a m,n , b 1,n , . . . , b s,n ) F n = σ(x 0 , . . . , x n ). Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) (∀n ∈ N) E[a n |F n ] = (∇ i ϕ(c 1,n . . . , c m,n )) 1≤i≤m , ∇ℓ * 1 (d 1,n ) , . . . , ∇ℓ * s (d s,n ) .
(iv) Suppose that (∀(x 1 , . . . , x m ) ∈ K 1 × . . . × K m ) ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x m ) = m i=1 h i (x i ) where each h i ∈ Γ 0 (K i ) is a convex differentiable function, there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that h j is uniformly convex at x j , then x j,n → x j almost surely. Remark 4.14 The operator T has been first considered in [13] , and then used in [19, 36] , in the deterministic setting. The results of this subsection constitute an extension of [13, Section 4.2] to the stochastic and inertial setting. See [13] for the connections to [9] and [39] .
